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hi grant i am currently running pastel partner v14.0.5. i updated to
14.2.1 and want to download v14.2, but when i run the update i get

the following message: this installation may require additional
dependencies. without its dependencies, sage pastel accounting

partner version 14 may not work correctly. would you like to find the
original setup.exe when i press yes, there is nothing. can you please

help hi, i'm running pastel partner (old version) and windows 10. i
need to install version 14.2. it says that i need to install two more
versions of pastel. also it says that i need to install a file called:

"setup.exe" but there is no such file. where could i get it? do you know
what this means? "the cabinet file, d:productsxpressbmwalk~1.cab,
does not contain the required file, setup.exe. this file is required for

installation on 32-bit systems. this error may be caused by
downloading a 32-bit version of sage pastel. if you download a 64-bit
version of sage pastel, you do not need this file. if you continue with

the installation, you will be prompted to enter the product key for your
sage pastel software." hi, i am currently running pastel partner (old
version) and windows 10. i need to install version 14.2. it says that i
need to install two more versions of pastel. also it says that i need to
install a file called: "setup.exe" but there is no such file. where could i
get it? the earlier statements made by sage about its new licensing

will have to be addressed by sage once the new software is released
and they have been tested, however it seems unlikely that sage will

be able to go back on their promise to its users to continue to support
and offer support for the sage 50 line in the future.
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